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1. Introduction 
 An expletive is, by definition, a word or phrase that plays a syntactic role, but is semantically 
empty.  The most common words that behave this way are ‘there’ and ‘it’, which are often called 
expletive-pronouns.  Perhaps the most memorable examples of expletive-it occur in the opening 
paragraph of A Tale of Two Cities.1 

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times,  
it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness,  
it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity,  
it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness,  
it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair... 

In the next paragraph of TOTC, we find two occurrences of expletive-there, and another occurrence of 
expletive-it. 

There were a king with a large jaw and a queen with a plain face, on the throne of 
England; there were a king with a large jaw and a queen with a fair face, on the 
throne of France.  
In both countries it was clearer than crystal to the lords of the State preserves of 
loaves and fishes, that things in general were settled for ever. 

Finally, at the very end of the story, we find two more occurrences of expletive-it. 

It is a far, far better thing that I do, than I have ever done;  
it is a far, far better rest that I go to than I have ever known. 

2. Overview 
 In the present chapter, we examine the semantics of ‘there’ and ‘it’ in their expletive guises.  
We propose to treat them both as anaphoric-pronouns, which function syntactically as subjects, and 
which anticipate their antecedents, which come in a variety of syntactic forms.  Our chief claim is that 
expletive-pronouns mark topic (versus comment), which we take to involve presupposition, which our 
semantics for junctions neatly captures.  We primarily consider expletive constructions involving ‘be’, 
although we briefly consider other verbs.  We consider four readings of ‘be’ – existential-be, transitive-
be, copular-be, and inclusive-be.  We show that inclusive-be is best suited semantically to sustain the 
topic-comment distinction.  

3. Expletive-There 
 We begin with expletive-there.2  We first note that ‘there’ is usually coupled with a form of 
‘be’, as in the examples above.  But other verbs are occasionally used, as in the following well-known 
literary example.3  

When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter, 
I sprang from the bed to see what was the matter. 

There are indeed surprisingly many verbs that combine with ‘there’, although ‘be’ is by far the most 
common.4  We concentrate on ‘there be’. 

 We next note that ‘there be’ is often paired with a determiner-phrase, as in the following 
examples, which include singular-nouns, plural nouns, and count-nouns.5 

                                         
1 Charles Dickens (1859). Also note that these sentences are examples of the literary/rhetorical device known as 
anaphora, which Dickens uses to reiterate the central motif of the story, which is doubles. 
2 ‘There’ is also commonly used as a locative demonstrative, as in ‘over there’.  Some sentences we consider can 
plausibly be read treating ‘there’ in this manner, but we disregard these readings.    
3 From the poem “A Visit from St. Nicholas”, anonymously published in the Sentinel (Troy, NY, 1823), later 
attributed to Clement Clarke Moore, still later attributed to Henry Livingston Jr. 
4 For example, James McCawley (1998) writes: 

there are a fairly large number of verbs (some two-hundred) that allow there-insertion,  
notwithstanding a surprisingly widespread belief among linguists that only a few verbs allow it. 

Unfortunately, he does not list these verbs. 
5 Note that the comparative terms – ‘more’, ‘fewer’, ‘less’ – embed in a ‘than’ construction. 
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there is 
a, some, no,  

one, at least one, exactly one, … dog in the yard 

there are 

∅, səm, some, no,  
many, few, several, 

two, at least two, exactly two, … 
more, fewer 

dogs in the yard 

there is 
∅, səm, some, no,  

little, more, less grass in the yard 

On the other hand, some determiner phrases don't readily combine with ‘there be.  For example, the 
following sound rather odd.6 

?? 

there is every, the dog in the yard 

there are all, most dogs in the yard 

there is all, most grass in the yard 

These determiners are sometimes described as definite, and the earlier ones are correspondingly 
described as indefinite.  It has been suggested that ‘there’ combines with indefinite-phrases but not 
with definite-phrases.7  As we see in what follows, it's more complicated than that. 

4. Fundamental Proposal: Expletive-There is an Anaphoric Pronoun 
 Our underlying hypothesis is that ‘there’ is an expletive, which is to say it plays a syntactic 
role,8 but is semantically empty.  However, we dress up this hypothesis so that ‘there’ behaves 
semantically exactly like an anaphoric pronoun, being categorially rendered as follows.9 

(α) there DαD -1: 

5. How do we Read ‘be’ in ‘There be’? 
 We next analyze ‘be’ when combined with ‘there’.  Recall that ‘be’ has three logical forms.10 

existential-be ‘is’ of existence 

copular-be ‘is’ of predication 

transitive-be ‘is’ of identity 

We consider these in turn, presupposing that ‘there’ is an anaphoric pronoun. 

1. Existential-Be [is of existence] 
 This reading is very natural to logicians.  Logic texts present ‘there is’ as a prime example of 
existential-be, treating ‘there is’ as synonymous with ‘there exists’, which is presented as the natural 
reading of the existential-quantifier ().  The following derivation illustrates this proposal. 

                                         
6 However, see Section 23 [Combining there with Definite Determiners]. 
7 For example, Zucchi (1995). 
8 In particular, ‘there’ behaves syntactically like the subject of the verb.  For example, it swaps location with the verb 
when a question is formed, as in: are there many dogs in the yard? 
9 So ‘there’ is not completely empty, no more than ‘he’, ‘she’, etc.  Also, note that just as with personal pronouns, 
‘there’ has both an anaphoric and a demonstrative reading, the latter being locative [“there”  “the location/place I 
am pointing at”].    
10 Note that we later consider a fourth reading – Section 26 [Inclusive-Be]. 
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1. there is a dog in the yard 

(–1) there +1 is [EXISTS] a dog in the yard –1 

-1: .1 

1 

0D 0Y 

.-1 -1:1 
0{D  Y} 
{  | D  Y } 

-1 { -1 | D  Y } 

{  | D  Y } 
{D  Y  } 

Notes: 
1. ‘there’ is treated as an anaphoric pronoun, pre-marked –1. 
2. ‘there’ is treated as the subject of the sentence, being marked nominative +1. 
3. ‘is’  is treated as existential-be, encoded in Loglish by the logical predicate ‘’. 
4. The C-phrases ‘a dog’ and ‘in the yard’ combine to form a complex C-phrase,  

which is treated as an indefinite-noun-phrase, 
which is marked –1, and accordingly acts as the antecedent of ‘there’, and 
which is interpreted as an existential. 

5. If existence () is defined as being in the domain   [], then  
 is redundant in the final formula; 
otherwise, we have two modes of existence – possible-existence, actual-existence. 

 We next note this reading of ‘be’ also authorizes the following derivations. 
2. there is a dog 3. there are dogs 

(–1) there +1 is [exists] a dog –1 

-1:1 1 

{ -1 | D } -1  

{  | D } 
{D  } 

 

(–1) there +1 are [exists] dogs –1 

-1:1 1 

{ -1 | D } -1  

{  | D } 
{D  } 

 

Many authors maintain that sentences like these are infelicitous – not in the sense of being nonsense, 
but rather in the sense of being incomplete.  The completing phrase – for example, ‘in the yard’ – is 
sometimes referred to as the coda.11   

2. Copular-Be [is of predication] 
 Copular-be seems more natural to linguists.  As we see in the following derivation, it easily 
accounts for the coda. 

4. there is a dog in the yard 

(–1) there +1 is [COP] a dog in the yard –1 

-1: .1 P0:P1 0D 0Y 

Y .-1 -1:1 1D 

-1 D { -1 | Y } 

{ D | Y } 
{Y  D} 

Notes: 
1. ‘there’ is treated as an anaphoric pronoun, pre-marked –1. 
2. ‘there’ is treated as the subject of the sentence, being marked nominative +1. 
3. ‘is’  is treated as copular-be. 
4. the C-phrases ‘a dog’ and ‘in the yard’ are not directly combined. 
5. ‘in the yard’ is treated as an indefinite-noun-phrase, 

which is marked –1, and accordingly acts as the antecedent of ‘there’,   
and which is eventually interpreted as an existential. 

                                         
11 For example, Landman (2004).  From Latin ‘cauda’ [tail]. 
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Notwithstanding the novelty of the semantic construction, it does produce the desired reading.  
Moreover, this approach to ‘there be’ shows exactly how ‘there is a dog’ is incomplete. 

5. there is a dog 

(–1) there +1 is [COP] a dog 

-1: .1 P0:P1 0D 

-1:1 1D 

-1 D 

Note that, although ‘there is a dog’ is syntactically a sentence, the subject ‘there’ is open, and so the 
sentence is open, and hence semantically incomplete.  What is missing is a phrase to bind ‘there’. 

 In the previous example, the coda ‘in the yard’ is a prepositional-phrase, which is a species of 
adjective-phrase.  The coda can also be a relative-clause, as in the following example. 

6. there is a cat that lives in our barn 

(–1) there +1 is a cat that +1 lives-in-our-barn –1 

-1: .1 P0:P1 0C 0:1 1B 

.-1 -1:1 1C 
0B 
B 

-1 C { -1 | B } 

{ C | B } 
{B  C} 

 Earlier, we noted that ‘there are dogs’ is incomplete, but ‘there are dogs in the yard’ is 
complete, in virtue of the coda ‘in the yard’.  The coda is in fact the semantic subject of the sentence.  
We can make ‘dogs’ the subject by prefixing an adjective, as in the following example. 

7. there are brown dogs 

Note that this sounds complete (if stressed properly).  The following derivation illustrates how ‘dogs’ 
becomes the ultimate (i.e., semantic) subject. 

(–1) there +1 are [COP] brown dogs –1 

-1: .1 P0:P1 0B 0D 

D .-1 -1:1 1B 

-1 B { -1 | B } 

{ B | D } 
{D  B} 

3. Transitive-Be [is of identity] 
 Transitive-be works very similarly to copular-be, at least in the following derivation. 

8. there is a dog in the yard 

(–1) there +1 is [] a dog +2  in the yard –1 

-1: .1 

21[] 

D .2 Y .-1 

-1:1 

{ 2 | D } 

{ -1 | Y } 

{ 1[] | D } 

{ -1[] | D } 

{ { | D} | Y } 
{ Y  (D  ) } 

{Y  D} 
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 Note, however, that this construction-method also produces the following derivations. 
9. there is every dog in the yard 

(–1) there +1 is [] every dog +2  in the yard –1 

-1:1 

21[] { 2 | D } 

{ -1 | Y } 

{ 1[] | D } 

{ -1[] | D } 

{ { | D} | Y } 
{ Y  (D  ) } 

there is something in the yard that is identical to every dog 

10. there is no dog in the yard 

(–1) there +1 is [] no dog +2  in the yard –1 

-1:1 

21[] { 2 | D } 

{ -1 | Y } 

{ 1[] | D } 

{ -1[] | D } 

{ { | D} | Y } 
{ Y  (D  ) } 

there is something in the yard that is identical to no dog 

The first one is syntactically strange, and the interpretation is totally bizarre.  The second one is 
syntactically fine, but the interpretation is totally bizarre.  This suggests that transitive-be is not an 
appropriate reading of ‘be’ in ‘there be’. 

6. What is the Point of There? 
 Compare the following sentences. 

a dog is in the yard 
there is a dog in the yard 

What is the difference?  Although these sentences are truth-conditionally equivalent,12 they are 
different in the manner in which they present the information.  In particular, they are different in respect 
to topic and comment.13  The topic-comment distinction may be summarized as follows. 

A communication-act   

presupposes old information which is conveyed by the topic, 

and proposes new information which is conveyed by the comment. 

 These ideas apply to the above sentences as follows. 
a dog is in the yard 

‘a dog’ is the subject 

which indicates the topic 

so the sentence is about 
a presupposed reference class DOGS 

and says  comment 

that at least one of them is IN THE YARD 

                                         
12 However, see later point about presupposition failure.   
13 The notion of topic-comment traces most recently to the Prague School of Linguistics, but less recently to 19th 
Century linguists, and much less recently to Aristotle, whose subject-predicate analysis is best understood as topic-
comment analysis. 
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there is a dog is in the yard 

‘there’ is the subject 

but ‘there’ is anaphoric 

so it anticipates the topic 

which is conveyed by the coda 

so the sentence is about 
a presupposed reference class things IN THE YARD 

and says  comment 

that at least one of them is A DOG 

7. Looney Examples of Topic-Comment 
 The topic-comment distinction is perhaps more conspicuous when we talk about entities whose 
existence is completely derivative – e.g., holes.  The following are clearly different in connotation. 

there is a hole in my pocket 
a hole is in my pocket 

The first one is about my pocket, and says it has a hole in it.  The second one seems a bit strange, since 
its topic is presumably holes, which means we are presupposing a pre-existing class of holes.  
However, this sentence makes sense if ‘hole’ is understood to refer to holes in my pants, or holes I 
have to mend today; then it says that at least one of these holes is a (pre-existing) hole in my pocket. 

 There are also looney14 examples involving "portable holes".  Perhaps the best example appears 
in the movie Yellow Submarine [1968], starring the Beatles.  In the story, Ringo grabs a hole from the 
Sea of Holes, which he places in his pocket, later exclaiming “I've got a hole in my pocket!”15  This 
hole turns out to be very useful, since the band is later trapped in the Anti-Music Globe, and Ringo 
remembers he has a hole in his pocket, which he promptly retrieves and applies to the wall, which 
allows them to escape! 

8. Junction-Simplification Revisited 
 Once again consider the following sentences. 

a dog is in the yard 
there is a dog in the yard 

These are truth-conditionally equivalent, according to the following derivations. 

a dog is in the yard there is a dog in the yard 

a dog +1 is [COP] in the yard 

D .1 P0:P1 0Y 

{ 1 | D } 1Y 

 { Y | D } 
{D  Y} 

 

(–1) there +1 is [COP] a dog in the yard –1 

-1: .1 P0:P1 0D 0Y 

Y .-1 -1:1 1D 

-1 D { -1 | Y } 

{ D | Y } 
{Y  D} 

 

Notice that the final formulas are logically equivalent.   

 As with most of our derivations, we employ the elementary junction-simplification scheme, 
which is intended to align our semantics with elementary logic. 

                                         
14 Also, spelled ‘loony’ and ‘loonie’; short for ‘lunatic’.  We choose ‘looney’ in honor of Looney Tunes, a series of 
slap-stick (schtick?) cartoons in the 50's and 60's.  It should be spelled ‘Looney Toons’ – short for ‘lunatic cartoons’. 
15 The word is ‘my’, but he pronounces it like ‘me’, which seems like a hold-over from Middle English. 
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{ Ψ | Φ } 

ν{ Φ  Ψ } 

The chief issue in junction-simplification is what to do with empty sets.  What happens if nothing is 
Φ, in which case {Ψ|Φ} is empty?  What is ?  According to the elementary simplification scheme, 
  F, simply by fiat.   

 Perhaps a more sensible choice is to declare that  is undefined (null).  This approach can be 
incorporated into our semantics by replacing the elementary -simplification rule by the following 
one.16 

{ Ψ | Φ } 

ν{ Ψ ⁄ Φ } 

Here, the slash-operator is conditional-assertion, which is a special case of function-restriction, which 
is defined as follows. 

α ⁄ Φ  
α if Φ is true 

 if Φ is false 

For example, Ψ⁄Φ (Ψ given Φ) says Ψ if Φ is true, but says nothing if Φ is false. 

 When applied to the derivations above, we obtain the following. 

{ Y | D } 

{Y ⁄ D } 

{Y  D } IF {Y | D} 
{ | D}   

 IF {Y | D} 
{ | D}   

 

{ D | Y } 

{D ⁄ Y} 

{D  Y } IF {D | Y} 
{ | Y}   

 IF {D|Y} 
{ | Y}   

 

Thus, the difference between these two formulas is that: 

{ Y | D } presupposes { | D}   

{ D | Y } presupposes { | Y}   

This concurs with our assessment of topic-comment.   

We thus have a purely semantic account of topic-comment, 

which is usually regarded as a pragmatic notion. 

9. Other Anaphoric Uses of There 
 We have proposed that expletive-there is best understood semantically as an anaphoric pronoun 
that anticipates its antecedent.  ‘There’ is also used anaphorically more overtly.   

 First, ‘there’ is a locative-demonstrative, which is a close cousin of a locative-anaphor, such as 
in the following example. 

if you find a roach in your house,  
you will probably find another one there 

Here, ‘there’ is plausibly understood as duplicative of ‘in your house’.  But consider the following. 
if you find a roach in a house,  
you will probably find another one there 

Here ‘there’ is anaphoric to ‘a house’, but does not duplicate it. 

                                         
16 Recall Chapter 6 Section 28 [Reconsidering the Simplification Rules]. 
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 Second, ‘there’ behaves anaphorically in adverbial compound-words, including:  
thereafter, thereby, therefore, therein, thereof, thereon, therewith, thereupon 

There are parallel words based on ‘where’ and ‘here’.17 
whereafter, whereby, wherefore, wherein, whereof, whereon, wherewith, whereupon 
hereafter, hereby, herefore, herein, hereof, hereon, herewith, hereupon 

Notwithstanding their high-brow connotations, these terms often enable more concise, more elegant, 
writing.  For example, consider the following translations of the last sentence of Wittgenstein's 
Tractatus.18 

Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent. 
What one cannot speak about, one must be silent about. 

The first one sounds better to me. 

10. Relative-There 
 In this section, we very briefly consider the following usage of ‘there be’. 

Jay cut down every tree there was in the yard 

We note immediately that this is a fairly idiosyncratic construction, since ‘every’ cannot be replaced 
by very many determiners.19 

 We propose no account of why so few determiners work in the above construction.  Rather, we 
merely propose an account of the meaning of the above sentence. 

Jay +1 cut-down  every tree (0) there +1   was in the yard +2 

J1 

21C 

 

0T 

0:1 

P0:P1 0Y 

.2 

1Y 

0Y 

0{T  Y} 

{T  Y} 

{ 2 | T  Y } 

{ 1C | T  Y } 

{ CJ | T  Y } 
{ T  Y . CJ } 

This treats the nullative-case [0] as a special case of alpha-marking for these purposes.  Alternatively 
understood, and more naturally, this use of ‘there’ is semantically identical to ‘that’. 

11. Expletive-it 
 We have proposed that ‘there’ can be understood as an expletive-pronoun, which we dress up 
as an anaphoric-pronoun, which anticipates (fore-tokens) its antecedent.  The other prominent 
expletive-pronoun in English is ‘it’,20 which figures heavily in academic writing.  Philosophers are 
especially adept at using this form of ‘it’.  For example, a former colleague of mine was ridiculed by 

                                         
17 A notable oddball is ‘whereas’, which behaves syntactically like ‘therefore’, both being conjunctions.  
18 Wittgenstein (1922).  Wovon man nicht sprechen kann, darüber muss man schweigen.  The first translation is 
most widely used. [Note: Google Translate generates it!]  The second one is the most natural low-brow version. 
19 The slight exception is ‘the trees’, but not ‘the tree’. 
20 We note in passing that some dialects of English, including African-American and Southern dialects, employ ‘it’ in 
many places where Standard-English employs ‘there’.  For example, my mother has been known to say things like: 

it's a lot of boats on the lake today. 
Also, note that German occasionally uses expletive-it this way; for example: 

es ist ein Hund auf dem Hof [there is a dog in the yard] 
French also uses something very similar. 

il y a un chien dans la cour 
Note that ‘il y a’ is an idiomatic combination of ‘it’ and ‘there’ and ‘have’. 
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his wife for saying the following at a restaurant.21 
O waiter, would you please bring IT about that we have more water. 

 Usually, however, philosophical humor is intentional!  The logician Charles Dodgson (a.k.a. 
Lewis Carroll) wrote various works in whimsical philosophy.  For example, in Alice's Adventures in 
Wonderland, he examines how silly expletive-it might seem.  In particular, there is a passage that goes 
as follows.  The characters have gotten wet, so they need something to dry them off, so the Mouse 
proposes to read out loud some history of England, since that is surely the driest topic he can think of!  
Anyway, the Mouse proceeds to read.22   

“Edwin and Morcar, the earls of Mercia and Northumbria, declared for him; and 
even Stigand, the patriotic archbishop of Canterbury, found it advisable…”  
“Found what?” said the Duck.  
“Found it,” the Mouse replied rather crossly: “of course you know what ‘it’ means.”  
“I know what ‘it’ means well enough.” said the Duck: “When I find a thing, it's 
generally a frog, or a worm.23  The question is, what did the archbishop find?”  

 Formal Logic presents many examples of expletive-it, including the following.   

it is not true that … 
it is false that … 
it is necessary that … 
it is possible that … 

These might also puzzle the Duck.  Or even us!  What is IT?   

 It has been suggested that the ‘it’ at the beginning of sentences like these is exactly like the ‘it’ 
in ‘it is raining’.  There is at least one difference, it seems.24  On the one hand, a weather-sentence 
does not make one wait to find out what it is.  On the other hand, a duck-vexing sentence does.  Perhaps 
the Mouse should have said: 

Duck, if only you would be patient, and stop interrupting me,  
I would tell you what the Archbishop found! 

 Now, it is largely irrelevant to our enterprise what the archbishop found.25  So let us consider a 
simpler example. 

it is largely irrelevant to our enterprise what the archbishop found 

What this says is that something ("it") is largely irrelevant to our enterprise.  What? 
What the archbishop found. 

At the moment, we have no account of the interrogative pronoun ‘what’.26  So let's consider an even 
simpler example.   

it is false that it is raining 
What this says is that something ("it") is false.  What? 

that it is raining 

The latter is known as a complementizer-phrase (CP), which may be viewed as an under-privileged 
noun-phrase (NP).27  Probably the most famous examples of this phrase-type appear in the U.S. 
Declaration of Independence (1776). 

                                         
21 That colleague was Herbert Heidelberger (1933-1982), and the story is from his wife, Delores Harris, a 
lexicographer for American Heritage Dictionary, and later Oxford American Dictionary. 
22 Edited just a bit, to make the prosody more clear. 
23 I submit the following variation of what the Duck might have said: 

…when I find it, it is generally a frog or a worm, and I can eat it! 
24 See Section 12 ["It" is Raining].   
25 It is at least somewhat relevant to our enterprise.  As it turns out, the archbishop found it advisable to go with Edgar 
Atheling to meet William and offer him the crown.  William accepted, and so in 1066, Norman rule began in England.  
Note, however, that the Norman language, a dialect of Old French, was eventually annexed by Old English, by which 
it evolved into Middle English.  So English, if not the English, won the day linguistically. 
26 See Section 18 [Interrogative-Pronouns] for a discussion of ‘what’. 
27 Case-marking for CPs is limited.  They can marked +1 and +2, and they can be α-marked, but that's it. 
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We hold these truths to be self-evident,  
that all men are created equal,  
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights,  
that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. 
That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their 
just powers from the consent of the governed. 
That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is 
the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, …  

Presumably, the above is a list of truths the undersigned held to be self-evident, which is to say 
propositions they held to the self-evidently true. 
 The basic theses: 

(1) CPs denote propositions; 
(2) CPs can serve as subjects and objects of verbs.28   

For example, the sentence 
Jay believes that it is raining 

can be characterized as an SVO sentence as follows. 

Subject Verb Object 

Jay believes that it is raining 

The simplest way to semantically implement this analysis treats ‘believes’ as a transitive-verb, 
categorially rendered as follows. 

believes D2  (D1  S) 21, 

Then the overall semantic-tree looks thus: 

Jay +1 believes that it is raining +2 

J .1 21, ? ? .2 

How do we analyze ‘that it is raining’?  The above computation suggests it has type D.  Therefore, 
since ‘it is raining’ has type S, this suggests that ‘that’ has type SD.  So the syntactic-tree is: 

Jay +1 believes that it is raining +2 

D DD1 

D2 (D1S) 

SD S 

DD2 

D1 

D 

D2 

D1S 

S 

What remains is to interpret ‘that’ and ‘it is raining’.  We postpone the latter to the next section.  The 
former is categorially rendered as follows. 

that SD X:〈X〉 

In other words, ‘that’ is a complementizer, which takes a sentence and forms its nominal-counterpart.  
In particular, note that the corner-brackets are not logical-punctuation marks, like parentheses, but act 
as an out-fix function-sign – read “that”.  The underlying idea is that:  

〈Φ〉 names what Φ expresses.29   

                                         
28 But CPs cannot play any other functional-role, which is why we say they are under-privileged NPs. 
29 Alternatively understood, corner-brackets serve as quotation marks for indirect-quotation.  The basic idea is that ‘it 
is raining’ expresses a proposition, which ‘that it is raining’ denotes.  Alternatively stated, The denotation of 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-evident
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_men_are_created_equal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creator_deity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inalienable_rights
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life,_liberty_and_the_pursuit_of_happiness
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consent_of_the_governed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_to_revolution
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 In this connection, we propose that, in addition to ordinary entities (tables, chairs, electrons, 
galaxies), the underlying domain of entities also includes propositions, whose exact metaphysical 
character is unspecified at the moment. 

 With this machinery in hand, the semantic analysis of our original sentence goes as follows. 

Jay +1 believes that it-is-raining +2 

J .1 

21, 

X:〈X〉 R 

.2 

J1 

〈R〉 

〈R〉2 

1,〈R〉 

J,〈R〉 

 CPs can also serve as subjects, as in the following example. 
11. that it is raining is false 

However, since this sentence is a bit awkward, the CP is usually extraposed, leaving in its place a 
proxy – namely, ‘it’ – which stands in as the subject until the true subject (the CP) arrives. 

 So, what does ‘it’ do semantically?  We propose that it is an anaphoric-pronoun just like ‘there’.  
In particular, ‘it’ syntactically serves as the subject, marked nominative, and it anticipates (fore-tokens) 
its antecedent, which is the true subject.  The following example illustrates. 

12. it is false that it is raining 

(–1) it +1 is false that it-is-raining –1 

-1: .1 

1 

X〈X〉 R 

.-1 -1:1 〈R〉 

-1  〈R〉-1 

〈R〉 
R 

Notes: 
1.  is the falsity-predicate, which applies to propositions, which are a special sort of entity. 
2. The negation-operator  is short for ‘it is false that…’. 

So, in the above derivation, the last transformation goes  
from: that R is false 
to: it is false that R. 

12. "It" is Raining 
 In the above derivations, ‘it is raining’ is treated as a morpheme, being a phrasal atomic-
sentence.30  This analysis is adequate for logical purposes, but maybe not for linguistic purposes.  So 
let's delve a little deeper.  First, syntactically, ‘it’ is the subject, and ‘is’ is an auxiliary-verb. 31  
Semantically, however, we propose that ‘it’ is an anaphoric pronoun, as before, and ‘is’ is existential-
be, as in the following derivation.  

                                         
that(Φ) is the sense of Φ.  Whereas the denotation of Φ is a truth-value, the sense of Φ – and hence the denotation of  
that(Φ) – is usually characterized as a function from situations to truth-values.  
30 For example, we can interpret ‘R’ as a zero-place predicate. 
31 These data are not essentially different from data that suggest that ‘there’ can be a subject.  First, ‘it’ and ‘is’ can 
be inverted to form a question. Second, ‘is’ can be modified/inflected in various ways. 
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(–1) it +1 is [EXISTS]  raining –1 

-1:1 1 0R 

.-1 

-1 

R 

{ -1 | R } 

{  | R } 
{R  }  

 In this connection, we propose that, in addition to ordinary entities (tables, chairs, electrons, 
galaxies), and extraordinary entities (propositions), the underlying domain of entities also includes 
further extraordinary entities – namely, events32 – which include weather-events such as rain.33   

 Furthermore, we propose that rain is a kind of event, and accordingly is a kind of entity, which 
accordingly is semantically rendered as a C-phrase. 

 So, in the above derivation, ‘raining’ serves  as the deferred subject of the verb ‘is’, which is 
interpreted as “exists”.  As usual, in order for a C-phrase to serve as a subject, it must be converted 
into an entity-sum, which in this derivation acts as an existential-quantifier-phrase.  The final formula 
may accordingly be understood as saying that some rain-event is actual.34 

 We suggested earlier that duck-vexing-it anticipates its antecedent.  It seems that weather-it also 
involves anticipation.  For example, ‘it is raining’ may be read as follows. 

some event is actual (i.e., happening) 
what? 
raining! 35 

The difference is that we don't have to wait very long; even the Duck can deal with this. 
 Finally, we note that weather-events can also be portrayed using ‘there’, as in the following. 

o there will be rain tomorrow 
i.e., a rain-event will be actual (i.e., happen) tomorrow 

o there is rain on the horizon 
i.e., a (current) rain-event is (happening) on the horizon.36 

13. Let It, Let There, Let Us 
 Continuing our discussion of events, we briefly consider some poetic examples.  First, consider 
the following lyric by Paul McCartney (1970).37 

Let it be. 

First, one can read this sentence so that ‘it’ denotes a concrete entity/condition.  For example, if I have 
a scab that I am picking at mercilessly, you might tell me to let it be – i.e., leave my scab alone.  This 
use of ‘it’ is demonstrative.  But in the McCartney lyric, ‘it’ seems anaphoric, at least when we look 
at it in context.  For example, the first stanza reads: 

When I find myself in times of trouble 
Mother Mary comes to me 
Speaking words of wisdom 
Let it be. 

What words of wisdom does Mother Mary speak?  “Let it be.”  Let what be?  The troubling times (i.e., 
events) the speaker is experiencing.  She says to let those events be – i.e., happen. 

                                         
32 We use ‘events’ fairly broadly to include states-of-affairs and processes. 
33 We could also enlarge our type theory to include a further primitive type, E, of events. 
34 See next section for further discussion of possible entities. 
35 Note we are not saying that the abstract property of raining exists.  Rather we are saying that some instance of the 
property exists (is happening).  Compare with ‘dogs exist’. 
36 This reads ‘horizon’ as spatial.  It can also be read as temporal. 
37 Officially written by Lennon and McCartney, but disavowed by Lennon.     
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 Next, we move from the quasi-religious to the officially religious.38  In Genesis, we find the 
following passage.39 

And God said, Let there be light; and there was light.40 

How do we interpret the embedded there-sentence. 
there be light 

We propose the following semantic analysis. 

(–1) there +1 be [EXIST]  light –1 

-1:1 1 L .-1 

-1 { -1 | L } 

{  | L } 
{L  } 

Notice that the topic is light-entities,41 which the sentence presupposes; but where are they?  After all, 
the point of the passage is that God created light.  This semantically requires a modal viewpoint, 
according to which entities in general are "possibilia", and the existence predicate is not redundant, 
but is rather primitive.42  The final formula can accordingly be interpreted as saying that some light-
possibilia are actual. 
 Finally, concerning ‘let’, we consider a more irreverent example, from T.S. Eliot.43 

Let us go then, you and I, 
When the evening is spread out against the sky 
Like a patient etherized upon a table. 

This use of ‘let’ is technically imperative, just like it is in the Genesis passage, but it seems less 
coercive.44 

14. Reconsidering Eventive-It 
 Recall that ‘it’ can be anaphoric to a gerund-phrase, which denotes an event-kind, as in the 
following example. 

it is raining 

We propose that this claims that some rain-event is actual, based on reading ‘is’ as existential. 
 However, many weather-sentences do not involve ‘be’, including the following. 

I want it to rain 
I like it when it rains [I like when it rains] 
when it rains, it pours 

                                         
38 At least for Jews and Christians.  But different creation stories abound, even in the same biblical source! 
39 King James Bible, widely regarded as one of the truly great works of English, but perhaps not of metaphysics. 
40 Notice that both ‘let it be’ and ‘let there be light’ are imperative sentences, but if the biblical story is really true, 
then the latter may also be regarded as a performative sentence; it is a request that the world cannot refuse. 
41 Photons, perhaps. 
42 This may also be understood as a distinction between essence and existence, as expounded by Aquinas.  So a 
common noun like ‘light’ refers to an essence, which may or may not be embodied in actual entities.  To create light 
is not to create the essence, but to create actual things with that essence.  This idea includes a doctrine that Sartre 
(1946)  describes as saying that essence precedes existence.  Sartre proposed the opposite doctrine – that existence 
precedes essence – thus the term ‘Existentialism’. 
43 “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” 1915.  Eliot studied philosophy at Harvard, receiving an A.B.  He also 
pursued a PhD at Harvard, studying with Bertrand Russell, who makes several references to him in his autobiography. 
44 ‘Let us go!’ [as Moses might have said to Ramesses II] is also a second-person imperative.  But even the first-
person-plural imperative can be more insistent in contracted form ‘Let's go!’.  Also compare this to the German 
cognate ‘Lass uns gehen’, and also to French ‘Allons’, Spanish ‘Vamonos’, and Italian ‘Andiamo’, which have null 
subjects. 
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 One way to understand these sentences is to treat all weather-verbs as stative-verbs in effect 
written using ‘be’ and ‘ing’.45  So the above sentences are "short for" the following. 

I want it to be raining 
I like it when it is raining 
when it is raining, it is pouring 

This approach faces various difficulties, both technical and methodological.  So, perhaps, it is best to 
consider an alternative.  One such alternative includes the following claims. 

(1) weather-verbs are zero-place predicates. 
(2) infinitive-weather-phrases are weather-state nouns. 
(3) weather-it is completely empty. 

The following derivation illustrates the second two points. 

I +1 want it to rain +2 

I1 

21, 

 R 

.2 R 

R2 

1,  R 

I, R 

Notice that the want-relation stands between the speaker and a logical-sum of all states containing rain. 

 The remaining examples involve time, so our semantics must be expanded accordingly.  For this 
purpose, we introduce a general adverbial-adjunct construction. 

Φ/ reads Φ at  

Here, Φ is any formula, and  is any "index", which can be spatial, temporal, modal, or whatever.  
Notice that adverbial-adjunction can be iterated, as in the following schematic example. 

Φ/// 
It is also completely natural to regard adjunction as dual to multiplication, in which case, we have: 

Φ///  Φ /  

 With this in mind, we analyze the remaining examples as follows. 

I +1 like (–1) it +2 when it rains –1 

I1 

21, 

-1:2 

PτP/τ R 

.-1 { R/τ | τ } 

{ R/τ | τ }-1 

{ R/τ | τ }2 

1   , { R/τ | τ }  

 I , { R/τ | τ }  
 

                                         
45 Note also that we interpret ‘ing’ in these examples, not as progressive (imperfect, eventive), but as stative.  What is 
the difference?  Consider the following. 

Jay is sitting 
the students are surrounding the building 
the water is freezing 

These have both stative and eventive readings.  Weather statements are stative. 
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whenever +τ it rains +τ it pours 

τPτP 

PτP/τ R PτP/τ P 

τR/τ 

τP/τ { τ | R/τ } 

{ P/τ | R/τ } 
τ { R/τ  P/τ } 

15. Infinitive-Phrases 
 We have now examined three kinds of examples of expletive-it. 

(1) ‘it’ anticipates a CP, which denotes a proposition. 
(2) ‘it’ anticipates a gerund-phrase, which denotes an event-kind. 
(3) ‘it’ is completely empty. 

On the other hand, one of our earlier examples (from 1066) involves an infinitive-phrase.46 

Archbishop Stigand found it advisable  
to go with Edgar Atheling to meet William and offer him the crown. 

Recall that, in one telling of this story, the Duck asks what the Archbishop found – perhaps more apt, 
what the Archbishop found advisable. 
 Before tackling this example, we consider simpler examples involving infinitive-phrases. 

Kay wants to be president 
Jay wants Kay to be president 

Recall that ‘wants’ is an attitude-verb, which denotes a relation between cognitive agents and 
propositions or states-of-affairs.   

 Now, the usual syntactic analysis of the former sentence posits an unpronounced constituent, 
PRO, which makes the two sentences syntactically parallel. 

Kay wants PRO to be president 

Here, PRO is anaphoric to ‘Kay’, so both Jay and Kay want Kay to be president.  Notice also that  

Kay to be president 
PRO to be president 

are both infinitive-clauses, which are sentence-like phrases with a syntax that is eccentric in that the 
subject is marked accusative, as is more apparent when we insert a pronoun, as in: 

her to be president  

 Concerning the semantics of infinitive-phrases, we propose that an accusative NP combines with 
an infinitive phrase to form a nominalized sentence, which we implement categorially by proposing 
the following lexical entries. 

to [COMP] (D1S)(D2D) 1F2〈F〉 

PRO D1  (D1  D2) 1{1  2} 

Notice that PRO is a species of reflexive pronoun – REF[+1,–1].  The following are example derivations. 

                                         
46 By which we mean a phrase consisting of ‘to’ plus a non-finite verb form. 
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Jay +1 wants Kay +2 to be president +2 

J1 

21, 

K2 

1F2〈F〉 1P 

.2 

2〈P〉 

〈PK〉 

〈PK〉2 

1,〈PK〉 

J,〈PK〉 

 
Kay +1 wants PRO to be president +2 

K1 

21, 

1{1  2} 

1F2〈F〉 1P 

.2 

2〈P〉 

1{ 1  〈P〉 } 

1{ 1  〈P〉2 } 

1, 〈P〉 

K, 〈PK〉 

 We now reconsider our earlier example, simplified as follows. 
Stigand found it advisable to offer William the crown 

S+1 found (–1) it +2 [to be] advisable PRO  to offer … –1 +2 

S1 

21, 

-1:2 

 0A 

1{1  2} 

1F2〈F〉 1O 

.-1 

.2 

2〈A〉 2〈O〉 

-1〈A〉 

1{ 1  〈O〉 } 

1{ 1  〈O〉-1 } 

1{ 1  〈A〈O〉〉 } 

1{ 1  〈A〈O〉〉2 } 

1,〈A〈O〉〉 

S, 〈 A〈OS〉 〉 

Stigand found [that [that Stigand offers William the crown] is advisable] 

  0F2〈F〉 – obtained by combining to and be. 

Notice that one nominalized sentence is embedded in another one, so the standard reading involves 
"stuttering".  Also notice the unpronounced ‘to be’ .  The following is another example of this 
interpretive maneuver.47 

Stigand made William happy 

S+1 made William +2 [to be] happy +2 

S1 

21, 

W2 

 0F2〈F〉 0H 

.2 

2〈H〉 

〈HW〉 

〈HW〉2 

1, 〈HW〉 

S, 〈HW〉 

                                         
47 We could also postulate a separate compositional rule according to which an accusative-NP combines with an 
adjective-phrase to produce a nominalized-sentence. 
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16. For + Infinitive-Clauses 
 Next, we observe that an infinitive-clause combines with ‘for’ to produce a nominalized 
sentence, as in the following examples. 

for me to skydive would be a mistake 
it would be a mistake for me to skydive 

Note that ‘for’ is syntactically critical, but is semantically-empty, as illustrated in the following. 

for me to skydive +1 would be a mistake 

 

I2 

1F2〈F〉 1S 

.1 

1 

2〈S〉 

〈SI〉 

〈SI〉1 

〈SI〉 

 
(–1) it +1 would be a mistake  for me to skydive –1 

-1:1 1 

 

I2 

1F2〈F〉 1S 

.-1 

-1 

2〈S〉 

〈S〉 

〈S〉-1 

〈SI〉 

 The following is considerably more complex.   
in order for me to buy a house, it is necessary for me to secure a loan 

It involves two for-constructions, and also introduces a two-place modal-predicate, which we render 
as follows. 

necessary[2] D2(D0S) 21, gloss:  is necessary for  

The analysis then goes as follows. 

in order for me to buy– (–1) it +1 is necessary for me to secure– –1 

.2  

I2 2〈B〉 

-1:1 

P0:P1 20, 

 

I2 2〈S〉 

.-1 〈BI〉 21, 〈SI〉 

〈BI〉2 

2-1, 〈SI〉-1 

2 〈SI〉,   

 〈SI〉 , 〈BI〉  

[that I secure a loan] is necessary for [that I buy a house] 

17. Cleft Sentences 
 We have examined two uses of expletive-it, which we propose to call propositional-it and 
eventive-it (also weather-it).  In both cases ‘it’ is an anaphoric pronoun that anticipates its antecedent.  
The difference is that propositional-it anticipates a complementizer-phrase, which denotes a 
proposition, whereas weather-it anticipates a gerund-phrase, which denotes an event-type.  

 There is another form of expletive-it, which occurs in cleft sentences.  A cleft sentence is, by 
definition,48 a sentence with the following prototype. 

                                         
48 According to SIL [http://www-01.sil.org/linguistics/glossaryoflinguisticterms/WhatIsACleftSentence.htm]. 
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it be X subordinate clause 

where ‘be’ is variously inflected/modified, and X is a phrase from a variety of categories.  Notice that 
this parallels the proposed prototype for there-be sentences. 

there be X coda 

 Perhaps the most memorable examples of cleft sentences occur at the end of the movie King 
Kong,49 when the chief male human character says: 

Oh no, it wasn't the airplanes.  It was beauty killed the beast. 

Somewhat less poetically, we can rewrite these as two cleft sentences. 

it wasn't the airplanes that killed the beast 
it was beauty that killed the beast 

 We propose that this use of ‘it’ is consistent with its use in earlier sections, although it is more 
akin to ‘there’.  In particular, the antecedent of ‘it’ is not a complementizer-phrase, or a gerund phrase, 
but a relative clause.  Nevertheless, like all expletive-pronouns, ‘it’ serves as the proxy subject, which 
fore-tokens the true subject, which arrives later in the sentence.  The following is a proposed analysis 
along these lines. 

(–1) it +1 was beauty that +1 killed-the-beast –1 

-1:1 

P0:P1 0B 0:1 1K 

.-1 1B 
0K 
K 

-1 B { -1 | K } 

{ B | K } 
{K  B} 

some beast-killer was beauty 

Note that ‘beauty’ is treated as a bare-adjective, which accommodates many interpretations.  For 
example, one exegetical question is whether ‘beauty’ means “a beautiful thing”, “a thing's beauty”,50 
“beauty-as-a-whole”, or “beauty-in-general”. 

 This reading can also be made more plausible if we interpret ‘killed the beast’ as having 
implicit definiteness/uniqueness, in which case the final formula is: 

{ B | K! } 
{K!  B} 

Note that the latter is the official Russellian translation of: 
the thing that killed the beast was beauty. 

Also note that the latter reading is quite similar to the following sentence 
what killed the beast was beauty 

which is an example of a pseudo-cleft sentence, whose prototype is: 

interrogative relative-clause be X 

A pseudo-cleft sentence can be understood as a combination of a wh-question together with a proposed 
answer. 

What killed the beast?  Beauty. 

                                         
49 The quote occurs in all three versions – 1933, 1976, 2005. 
50 Think commonsense physics.  Roughly speaking at least, in a hydrogen atom, what causes the electron to orbit the 
proton is the electron's charge, and the proton's charge, not charge-in-general. 
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It can also be rephrased as an inverted pseudo-cleft sentence as follows. 
beauty was what killed the beast 

 Invertibility suggests that ‘be’ in cleft-constructions is identity.  So, let's go back to the original 
cleft sentence and treat ‘was’ as identity, in which case we obtain the following derivations. 

(–1) it +1 was [] beauty +2 that +1 killed-the-beast –1 

-1:1 

21 

B .2 0:1 1K 

.-1 

{ 2 | B } 0K 

K { 1 | B } 

{ -1 | B } { -1 | K } 

{ {  | B } | K } 
{ B | K } 
{K  B} 

 
(–1) it +1 was [] beauty +2 that +1 killed-the-beast –1 

-1:1 

21 

B .2 0:1 1K 

.-1 

B2 0K 

K 1B 

-1B { -1 | K } 

{ B | K } 
{K  B} 

KB 

Notice that, whereas the former reads ‘beauty’ as “instance of beauty”,51 the latter reads ‘beauty’ as 
“beauty-as-a-whole”. 

 Since the poetic aspects of the previous example may obscure the underlying semantics, let's do 
the following mundane examples. 

it is Jay who respects Kay 

(–1) it +1 is [] Jay +2 who +1 respects Kay –1 

-1:1 

21 

J .2 0:1 1RK 

.-1 

J2 0RK 

RK 1J 

-1J { -1 | RK } 

{ J | RK } 
{RK  J} 

RJK 

who respects Kay is Jay 

who +1 respects Kay +1 is [] Jay +2 

0:1 1RK 

.1 21 

J .2 

0RK 
RK J2 

{ 1 | RK } 1J 

{ J | RK } 
{RK  J} 

RJK 

                                         
51 Whether an individual or a trope. 
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Jay is who respects Kay 

Jay +2 is [] who +1 respects Kay +1 

J .2 

21 

0:1 1RK 

.1 J2 

0RK 

RK 

1J { 1 | RK } 

{ J | RK } 
{RK  J} 

RJK 

Note that, in all three sentences, the topic (and hence true subject) is ‘who respects Kay’, which is 
semantically rendered as the proviso of the junction {J | RK}, which presupposes that { | RK} 
is not empty. 
 In Section 1, we mentioned the closing lines from Tale of Two Cities. 

It is a far, far better thing that I do, than I have ever done;  
it is a far, far better rest that I go to than I have ever known. 

These are cleft sentences whose pseudo-cleft forms are: 

what I do is a far, far better thing than I have ever done;  
what I go to is a far, far better rest than I have ever known. 

These are complicated by comparatives and temporal-quantification, which we have not considered in 
detail yet.52  A very rough approximate analysis of the first one goes as follows. 

(–1) it +1 is [COP] a far better thing than I have ever done that I do –1 

-1:1 

P0:P1 0F D .-1 

1F 

D-1 -1F 

FD 

18. Interrogative-Pronouns 
 Since they appear in pseudo-cleft sentences, we briefly consider interrogative-pronouns.  
Recall53 that a wh-pronoun is a pronoun that begins with ‘wh’ or at least would if English were more 
uniformly spelled and/or pronounced, which include: 

who, whom, whose, when, where, why, which, what, how, that 

On the other hand, a wh-clause is a phrase headed by a wh-pronoun, which behaves syntactically like 
a sentence.  Wh-clauses come in three kinds. 

interrogative clause who studied with Frege? 

complementary clause Carnap knows who studied with Frege  

relative clause Carnap is a philosopher who studied with Frege 

In this connection, a few syntactic niceties should be noted.  

                                         
52 See Chapter 16 [Tense, Modality, and Degree]. 
53 Chapter 1 [Basic Categorial Syntax]. 
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(1) what is almost never used as a relative-pronoun 54 

(2) how is never used as a relative-pronoun 

(3) that is used exclusively as a relative-pronoun 55 

 Let's concentrate on ‘who’, which can act in all three manners.  As numerous examples above 
testify, we categorially render relative-who as follows. 

who D0D 0: 

We propose to render interrogative-who exactly the same.  The interrogative component is then 
rendered as a sentential operator, as in the following derivation. 

13. who respects Kay ? 

who +1 respects Kay +2 ? 

0: .1 21R K2 

P?P 

0:1 1RK 

0RK 

0 ?RK 

19. Complementary-Pronouns 
 Next, we briefly consider complementary-pronouns, such as in the following example. 

14. Jay knows who respects Kay 56 

We propose that complementary-who is semantically identical to relative-who and interrogative-who, 
as illustrated in the following derivation. 

Jay +1 knows who respects Kay +2 

J1 21, 

0RK 
RK .2 

RK2 

 1,RK 

J,RK 

In this connection, we propose that the lexical entry for ‘know’ requires us to interpret ‘who respects 
Kay’ holistically.  It also specifies that to know F is to know for each entity  whether  is 
contained in F. 
 This leads us to a new question – how do we semantically characterize ‘know whether’, as in 
the following simpler example? 

Jay knows whether it is raining 

Superficially, ‘whether’ seems like ‘that’, but they are not semantically equivalent,  since the above 
sentence is not equivalent to: 

Jay knows that it is raining 

On the other hand, it is equivalent to: 

Jay knows whether or not it is raining 
Jay knows whether it is raining or not 

 This use of ‘whether’ parallels its use in the following. 

                                         
54 It is outlawed in standard speech, but can be part of humorous/dialectical speech. 
55 Of course, ‘that’ is used as a complementizer, but the latter is not a pronoun. 
56 This is actually ambiguous, since ‘know’ also means “is acquainted with”.  
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we will play football whether it is raining or not57 

In other words:  

we will play football if it is raining F if R 
we will play football if it isn't raining F if not R 

Applying this schema to ‘knows whether’, we obtain the following. 

Jay knows if it is raining 
Jay knows if it is not raining 

We take the latter to involve ellipsis, being short for: 

Jay knows that it is raining, if it is raining R  J, 〈R〉 
Jay knows that it is not raining, if it is not raining  R  J, 〈R〉 

 We can now further clarify ‘knows who’ via the following semantic principle. 

α knows who is F 
iff 
for every person β, α knows whether β is F or not. 
i.e.:  if β is F, then α knows that β is F, and 
 if β is not F, then α knows that β is not F. 

 The final word is that ‘whether’ operates in conjunction with ‘or’, which may be omitted, in 
which case the tacit suffix is ‘or not’.  Curiously, this can be ambiguous, since ‘or’ might be both 
explicit and tacit, as in the following example. 

Jay did not care whether Kay or Elle won [or not] 

The question is whether Jay was indifferent between Kay-winning and Elle-winning, or was he 
indifferent between Kay-or-Elle-winning and Kay-and-Elle-not-winning. 

20. Interrogative-Whether 
 The previous sentence suggests that whether-headed phrases name questions, just as that-headed 
phrases name propositions.  Whereas ‘that’ is a wh-pronoun, ‘whether’ is not.  On the other hand, 
whereas ‘that’ is not an interrogative-pronoun, ‘whether’ is – at least in antique and poetic contexts, 
such as the following very famous example.58 

To be, or not to be, that is the question; 
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer 
The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 
Or to take Arms against a Sea of troubles, 
And by opposing end them… 

21. Wh-Questions containing ‘there be’ 
 We now return to interrogative-who.  The following example involves there-insertion. 

15. who is there who can tutor intro students? 

Its analysis goes as follows. 

                                         
57 Also consider the following example in which the whether-clause is the antecedent of expletive-it. 

it does not matter to me whether it is raining or not 
58 This is also the most famous example of existential-be. 
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who +2 is [=] (–1) there +1 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 ? 

0:2 21 

-1:1 

0T 

T .-1 

P?P 

01 

0-1 { -1 | T } 

0 {  | T } 
0 {T  } 

0 T 

0 ?T 

Compare this sentence with the following not containing ‘there’. 

who +1 can-tutor-intro-students ? 

0:1 1T 

P?P 0T 

0 ?T 

22. Cleft-Sentences Using There 
 In answering this question, the following sentences seem perfectly acceptable.59   

o there is Jay who can tutor intro students 
o there is Jay and Kay who can intro students 
o there is every A-student  who can tutor intro students 

Note that these sentences involve definite-noun-phrases, whose combination with ‘there’ is considered 
problematic. 

 Notice also that these sentences exactly parallel cleft-sentences, as seen in their respective 
prototypes. 

there be X subordinate clause 

it be X subordinate clause 

So it is natural to call this cleft-there.  Note also that the pseudo-cleft versions of these sentences go as 
follows. 

who can tutor intro students is Jay 
who can tutor intro students are Jay and Kay 
who can tutor intro students is every A-student 

The following are the derivations.  Note that we interpret ‘be’ as identity in parallel to cleft-it.   

16. there is Jay who can tutor intro students 

(–1) there +1 is [=] Jay +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

-1:1 

21 

J  .2 0T 

T .-1 J 2 

1J 

{ -1 | T } -1J 

{ J | T } 
{T  J} 

T[J] 

                                         
59 Note that the relative clause can be elided. 
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17. there is Jay and Kay who can tutor intro students 

(–1) there +1 is [=] Jay and Kay +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

-1:1 

21 

J + K .2 0T 

T .-1 J + K2 

1J+K 

{ -1 | T } -1J+K 

{ J+K | T } 
{T  J+K} 

T[J+K] 

18. there is every A-student who can tutor intro students 

(–1) there +1 is [=] every A-student +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

-1:1 

21 

A  .2 0T 

T .-1 { 2 | A } 

{ 1 | A } 

{ -1 | T } { -1 | A } 

{ {  | T } | A } 
{A  {T  }} 

{A  T} 

23. Combining there with Definite Determiners 
 Combining ‘there’ with definite DPs seems difficult on first examination, but the examples in 
the previous section show it is not impossible.  There are other examples. 

o there is on the kitchen table every newspaper we received this week. 
o there is in our organization every person you would expect. 
o as the year stretched on, there came to pass every calamity the Prophet predicted. 
o there suddenly appeared before us the entire Soviet army. 
o there are still living in this town most of the original families. 

By way of illustration, we analyze the first example. 

(–1) 
there +1 

is 
[COP] 

on-the-kitchen-
table every 

newspaper-we-received-this-
week –1 

-1: .1 P0:P1 0K P0P 0N 
.-

1 -1:1 1K N 

-1 K { -1 | N } 

{ K | N } 
{N  K} 

24. Combining there with Other Verbs 
 Notice that the examples in the previous section include verbs other than ‘be’.  Let's take a 
moment to consider how such sentences are semantically analyzed.  For example, how we do we 
analyze the example from “Night before Christmas”?  We propose the following. 
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19. out on the lawn there arose such a clatter 

out-on-the-lawn (–1) there +1 arose such-a-clatter –1 

0L 

-1:1 P0:P1 0C 

C .-1 P0:P-1 

-1 L { -1 | C } 

{ L | C } 
{C  L} 

Notice that we treat arising as a special sort of being.60  In the following we similarly treat appearing 
as a special kind of being. 

20. there suddenly appeared on the bed all my cats 

(-1) there +1 suddently-appeared  on-the-bed all my cats –1 

-1:.1 

P0:P1 0B C .-1 

1B 

 { -1 | C } -1 B 

{ B | C } 
∀{C → B} 

Notice, however, that the following seem infelicitous. 

? there suddenly jumped on the bed all my cats 
? there suddenly hid under the bed all my cats 

This is because, we propose, jumping and hiding are not forms of being.61 

25. Topic-Comment Revisited 
 We have proposed that expletive-it and expletive-there are anaphoric pronouns, which serve as 
proxy-subjects, pending the arrival of the true subject.  We have further proposed that the true subject 
serves as the topic of the sentence, the prototype being given as follows. 

there/it be comment topic 

Finally, we have proposed that the proper semantic analysis of this sort of sentence treats the topic as 
presupposed material. 
 Unfortunately, the following example, from Section 22, challenges this thesis.    

there is every A-student  who can tutor intro students 
Our earlier analysis is summarized as follows. 

(–1) there +1 is [=] every A-student +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

{ -1 | A } { -1 | T } 

{ {  | T } | A } 

Notice that A [A-students] is the presupposed material, but not the topic as we have proposed.  This is 
based on treating  as wide-scope.  We can also treat  as wide-scope, which yields the following 
derivation. 

(–1) there +1 is [=] every A-student +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

{ -1 | A } { -1 | T } 

{ {  | A } | T } 

                                         
60 Clatters are, of course, not ordinary entities (like tables and chairs), but are rather events, which we include among 
the underlying domain of entities.  See later sections for further discussion. 
61 Barbara Partee suggested this in a personal communication. 
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Here, T [tutors] is the presupposed material, which is promising.  Unfortunately, the promise is 
illusory, since elementary simplification produces the following.   

{ {  | A } | T } 

{ T  {A  } } 

there is a T who is identical to every A 

This is an implausible reading of the original sentence. 
 The following examples similarly challenge our account of topic-comment. 

21. there is exactly one Freshman in class 

(–1) there +1 is [=] exactly one Freshman +2 in-class –1 

-1:1 

21 

F  .2 0C 

C .-1 { 2 | F } 

{ 1 | F } 

{ -1 | C } { -1 | F } 

{ {  | C } | F } 
!{ F  {C  } } 

!{F  C} 

22. there is no Freshman in class 

(–1) there +1 is [=] no Freshman +2 in-class –1 

-1:1 

21 

F  .2 0C 

C .-1 { 2 | F } 

{ 1 | F } 

{ -1 | C } { -1 | F } 

{ {  | C } | F } 
{ F  {C  } } 

{F  C} 

Notice that the pre-simplified formulas presuppose a non-empty class of Freshmen, but ‘there’ is 
supposed to fore-token the topic-phrase, which is the coda ‘in class’.  If we force the coda to be the 
presupposed-material, it must gain wide scope over the QP, in which case our calculations goes as 
follows. 

(–1) there +1 is [=] exactly one Freshman +2 in-class –1 

{ -1 | F } { -1 | C } 

{ {  | F } | C } 
{ C  !{F  } } 

there is a C that exactly one F is identical to 

 
(–1) there +1 is [=] no Freshman +2 in-class –1 

{ -1 | F } { -1 | C } 

{ {  | F } | C } 
{ C  {F  } } 

there is a C that no F is identical to 

These readings provide the correct presuppositions, but the simplified forms show that the readings 
are implausible. 
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26. Inclusive-Be 
 By way of dealing with the topic-comment problems presented in the previous section, we 
consider alternative readings of ‘be’.  Suppose we interpret ‘is’ as “includes”, so that the associated 
pseudo-cleft sentences paraphrase respectively as follows. 

who can tutor intro students includes Jay 
who can tutor intro students includes Jay and Kay 
who can tutor intro students includes every A-student 

who is in class includes exactly one Freshman 
who is in class includes no Freshman 

This actually proposes a more plausible account of pseudo-cleft sentences.  After all, in answering a 
wh-question, one is not generally required to list everything that has the property in question.62  For 
example, if you ask who wants ice cream, I can say I want ice cream, and leave it at that. 

 We accordingly propose a new reading of ‘be’ called inclusive-be,63 which is categorially 
rendered as follows. 

is [] D2  (D1 S) 21 

Here,  is the converse-part-whole relation, whose exact character depends upon whether we are 
dealing with count-nouns or mass-nouns.   

 Let us concentrate on count-nouns, in which case part-whole is conveyed by the word ‘among’, 
which cannot be applied to mass-nouns.  For example, one cannot say: 

? there is water among the Atlantic Ocean that is very salty 

On the other hand, one can say the following.64  

There are many here among us  
Who feel that life is but a joke. 

This is inclusive-among, at least by the usual reading of this lyric.65 
 With this re-interpretation of ‘be’ we have the following derivations for cleft-there sentences. 

23. there is Jay who can tutor intro students 

(–1) there +1 is [] Jay +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

-1:1 

21 J2 

{ -1 | T } 

1J 

-1J 

{ J | T } 
{T  J} 

T[J] 

                                         
62 This varies from example to example.  If I am asked who killed Abraham Lincoln, I am probably expected to cite 
the proximate perpetrator(s), but probably not all the conspirators.  Compare this with the question who killed Julius 
Caesar, where there were numerous proximate perpetrators, and even more conspirators.  Also compare these with the 
question what caused the fall of the Roman Empire.  There are many causal factors. 
63 This reminiscent of species-genus-be, discussed in Chapter 8 [Indefinite Noun Phrases].  Also note that copular-be 
is inclusive in character; for example, to be a human is to be a part of humanity.  What is strange about the new form 
of inclusive-be is that it has two forms –  [is included in] and  [includes].    
64 “All Along the Watchtower” – written by Bob Dylan (1967), made famous by Jimi Hendrix (1968). 
65 Compare this set-theoretic use of ‘among’ with the spatial use as in: 

a house among the trees 
This surely does not mean a house that is a tree.  On the other hand, ‘among’ is some times genuinely (even 
intentionally) ambiguous, as in 

there are aliens among us 
Are some of us aliens?  Or, are they interspersed among us.  Finally, how does ‘among others’ work? 
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24. there is Jay and Kay who can tutor intro students 

(–1) there +1 is [] Jay and Kay +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

-1:1 

21 J + K2 

{ -1 | T } 

1J+K 

-1J+K 

{ J+K | T } 
{T  J+K} 

T[J]  T[K] 

25. there is every A-student who can tutor intro students 

(–1) there +1 is [] every A-student +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

-1:1 

21 { 2 | A } 

{ -1 | T } 

{ 1 | A } 

{ -1 | A } 

{ {  | A } | T } 
{ T  {A  }} 

Note that these readings concern plural-entities.  So the final existential formulas above say that (0) 
there are tutors, among which are (1) Jay, (2) Jay and Kay, (3) every A-student.  Notice, however, that 
the pre-simplified [junctional] formulas presuppose there are tutors, which constitute the topic. 
 The remaining problematic examples are analyzed as follows. 

26. there is exactly one Freshman in class 

(–1) there +1 is [] exactly-one Freshman +2 in class –1 

-1:1 

21 

1F .2 0C 

C .-1 { 2 | 1F } 

{ 1 | 1F } 

{ -1 | C } { -1 | 1F } 

{ {  | 1F } | C } 
{ C  !{1F  } } 

The final formula says that there are persons in class, and among them is exactly one Freshman.  The 
pre-simplified [junctional] formula presupposes a non-empty class of persons-in-class, which is the 
topic. 

27. there are no Freshmen in class 

(–1) there +1 are [] no Freshmen +2 in class –1 

-1:1 

21 

F .2 0C 

C .-1 { 2 | F } 

{ 1 | F } 

{ -1 | C } { -1 | F } 

{ {  | F } | C } 
{ C  {F  } } 

The final formula says that there are persons in class, and among them are no Freshmen.  The pre-
simplified formula presupposes a non-empty class of persons-in-class, which is the topic. 

 Before continuing, we note that -junctions can be treated as entities, since DD, so the above 
sentences can also be analyzed treating the -junctions as entities, as follows.   
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(–1) there +1 is [] Jay +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

-1J T-1 

T  J 

 
(–1) there +1 is [] Jay and Kay +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

-1J+K T-1 

T  J+K 

 
(–1) there +1 is [] every A-student +2 who-can-tutor-intro-students –1 

{ -1 | A } T-1 

{ T | A } 
{ A  T } 

 
(–1) there +1 is [] exactly-one Freshman +2 in class –1 

{ -1 | 1F } C-1 

{ C | 1F } 
!{ 1F  T } 

 
(–1) there +1 are [] no Freshmen +2 in class –1 

{ -1 | F } C-1 

{ C | F } 
{ F  T } 

Note that, although these are truth-conditionally equivalent to the earlier formulas, they do not 
semantically account for topic-comment. 

27. Reconsidering Eventive-It … Again! 
 We have two accounts of weather-it.  According to one account, 

it is raining 

says that some rain-event is actual, based on reading ‘it’ as anaphoric, and reading ‘is’ as existential.  
According to the other account,  

it is raining 

says the same thing, but based on reading ‘it’ as completely empty, and reading ‘is’ as auxiliary to 
‘raining’. 

 Once we consider inclusive-be, there is perhaps yet another semantic account of eventive-it, 
according to which:  

it is means the world-situation includes 

We then have the following derivation. 

it [W] +1 is [] raining +2 

ω1 

21 

R .2 

{ 2 | R } 

{ 1 | R } 

{ ω | R } 
{R  ω} 

the world-situation contains at least one rain-event 

 Recall the opening sentence of Tale of Two Cities. 
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It was the best of times. 
This is eventive-it.  It says  

the best-events were actual at the salient reference time, 
or: the world-situation included the best-events.66  

28. One Last Nagging Problem with Topic-Comment 
 We maintain that, although topic-comment is a pragmatic distinction, it can (at least  in some 
cases) be reduced to a purely semantic distinction, based on a presuppositional account of junctions.  
We also maintain that ‘there’ is topic-indicating.  In particular, according to our account, ‘there’ is an 
anaphoric pronoun, which anticipates its antecedent, which ultimately serves as the topic of the 
sentence. 

 Still, doubts might arise.  Recall our examples involving definite determiner-phrases, including 
the following one. 

28. there is on the kitchen table every newspaper we received this week. 

As originally analyzed, we took the coda to be the topic, but the topic of this sentence seems to be ‘on 
the kitchen table’.  Could the latter be the antecedent of ‘there’? 

 Why not?  After all, the antecedent of ‘there’ can in principle be any phrase of the appropriate 
type.  Consider the following analysis. 

(–1) there +1 is [] on-the-kitchen-table –1 every newspaper… +2 

-1:1 21 K .-1 N .2 

2-1 { -1 | K } 

{ 2 | N } { 2 | K } 

{ {  | N } | K } 
{ K  (N  ) } 

some things on the kitchen table include every newspaper  

Note, as usual, that the elementary logic formula states something that the pre-simplified formula 
merely presupposes – that there are things on the kitchen table.  If there is no such table, then the 
sentence is a non-starter. 
 

                                         
66 One might wonder whether Dickens means best times (events) compared to actual events, or compared to possible 
events?  To paraphrase Leibniz's (1710) well-worn claim, 

it was the best of all possible times. 
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A. Summary 
1. Expletives 

An expletive is, by definition: 
a word or phrase that plays a syntactic role, but is semantically empty. 

The most commonly used expletives are ‘there’ and ‘it’. 

2. Fundamental Proposal – Anaphoric Pronouns 
Both expletive-there and expletive-it are anaphoric pronouns, semantically rendered as follows. 

(α) there 
DαD -1: 

(α) it 

Both subsume variants, which behave differently syntactically [see below], 
but all of which have the same semantic rendering. 

3. Topic-Comment 
The chief semantic function of an expletive-pronoun is to indicate the topic of a sentence, as 
distinguished from its comment. 

Topic the presupposed material old information 

Comment the proposed material new information 

An expletive-pronoun acts as proxy-subject, being anaphoric to the true-subject, which is the 
topic-phrase. 

Examples 

expletive-pronoun comment-phrase topic-phrase 

syntactic subject syntactic predicate true subject 

there are dogs in the yard 

there be light 

it was beauty that killed the beast 

it is false that grass is pink 

it is raining 
 

Occasionally, comment and topic are inverted. 

expletive-pronoun topic-phrase comment-phrase 

syntactic subject true-subject syntactic predicate 

there is in the yard all my dogs 

4. Junction-Simplification 
Elementary Simplification 

{ Ψ | Φ } { Ψ | Φ } { Ψ | Φ } 

ν{ Φ  Ψ } ν{ Φ  Ψ } ν{ Φ  Ψ } 

Does not semantically distinguish topic and comment. 
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Advanced Simplification 

{ Ψ | Φ } { Ψ | Φ } { Ψ | Φ } 

ν{ Ψ ⁄ Φ } ν{ Ψ ⁄ Φ } ν{ Ψ ⁄ Φ } 

Semantically distinguishes topic and comment. 

5. Generalized Conditional (Restriction) Operator 

α ⁄ Φ  
α if Φ is true 

 if Φ is false 

reads α given Φ 

6. Presupposition 
{ Y | D } presupposes { | D}   

{ D | Y } presupposes { | Y}   

7. Kinds of Entities 
(1) Ordinary Entities 

tables, chairs, electrons, galaxies, … 
(2) Extraordinary Entities 

1. propositions – what sentences say 
2. events – e.g., weather-events67 

8. Propositions and Complementizer Phrases 
A complementizer-phrase (CP) is a nominalized sentence,  
which acts like an NP,  
except with limited functionality (can be nominative or accusative). 
〈Φ〉 is the nominal counterpart of Φ. 
〈Φ〉 denotes the proposition expressed by Φ. 

CPs are syntactically constructed using ‘that’ and ‘to’. 

that SD X:〈X〉 
 

to (D1S)(D2D) 1F  2〈F〉 

9. Relative-There 
(0) there D0D 0: 

In other words, one use of ‘there’ is synonymous with ‘that’. 

10. Propositional-It 
propositional-it is anaphoric to a CP. 

Example 

it is false that grass is pink 

propositional-it  antecedent 

                                         
67 Here, ‘event’ pertains to events, processes, and states.  Events and processes often result in a change of state.  The 
difference between events and processes is vague, but pertains to temporal length.  
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11. Events 68 
1. Event Particulars 

1. Big events (usually proper names) 
World War 2; the Renaissance; the Big Bang  

2. Small events (usually sentence-like phrases) 
Galileo discovers the moons of Jupiter; Horton hears a who; Jay sits down 

2. Event Kinds 
1. Big event-kinds 

war, famine, meteor-strike 
2. Small event-kinds 

hearing a sound; eating a meal; sitting down 
3. eventive-it (weather-it)  

is anaphoric to an event-kind phrase 

12. Cleft Constructions 

1. cleft sentence 

it be X subordinate clause 

2. pseudo-cleft sentence 

interrogative relative-clause be X 

3. inverted pseudo-cleft sentence 

X be interrogative relative-clause 

13. Wh-Pronouns and Wh-Clauses 
interrogative clause who studied with Frege? 

complementary clause Carnap knows who studied with Frege 

relative clause Carnap is a philosopher who studied with Frege 

14. Interpretations of ‘Be’ 
1. Existence 

is [EXISTS] D1S 1 

1. possible existence (in the domain) 
α  α 

2. actual existence  
 is primitive 

2. Predication 

is [COP] C(D1S) P0:P1 

3. Identity 

is [] D2(D1S) 21 

4. Inclusion 

is [] D2(D1S) 21 

                                         
68 Here, ‘big’ and ‘small’ measure extent (in space-time), not importance.  
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15. Example Analyses 
1. there is a dog in the yard 

(–1) there +1 is [COP] a dog in the yard –1 

-1: .1 P0:P1 0D 0Y 

Y .-1 -1:1 1D 

-1 D { -1 | Y } 

{ D | Y } 
{Y  D} 

2. a dog is in the yard 

a dog +1 is [COP] in the yard 

D .1 P0:P1 0Y 

{ 1 | D } 1Y 

 { Y | D } 
{D  Y} 

3. it is false that it is raining 

(–1) it +1 is false that it-is-raining –1 

-1: .1 

1 

X〈X〉 R 

.-1 -1:1 〈R〉 

-1  〈R〉-1 

〈R〉 
R 

4. it is raining 

(–1) it +1 is [EXISTS]  raining –1 

-1:1 1 0R 

.-1 

-1 

R 

{ -1 | R } 

{  | R } 
{R  }  

5. Kay wants to be president 

Kay +1 wants PRO to be president +2 

K1 

21, 

1{1  2} 

1F2〈F〉 1P 

.2 

2〈P〉 

1{ 1  〈P〉 } 

1{ 1  〈P〉2 } 

1, 〈P〉 

K, 〈PK〉 
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6. it is Jay who respects Kay 

(–1) it +1 is [] Jay +2 who +1 respects Kay –1 

-1:1 

21 

J .2 0:1 1RK 

.-1 

J2 0RK 

RK 1J 

-1J { -1 | RK } 

{ J | RK } 
{RK  J} 

RJK 

7. Jay knows who respects Kay 

Jay +1 knows who respects Kay +2 

J1 21, 

0RK 
RK .2 

RK2 

 1,RK 

J,RK 

8. there is exactly one Freshman in class 

(–1) there +1 is [] exactly-one Freshman +2 in class –1 

-1:1 

21 

1F .2 0C 

C .-1 { 2 | 1F } 

{ 1 | 1F } 

{ -1 | C } { -1 | 1F } 

{ {  | 1F } | C } 
{ C  !{1F  } } 

9. there are no Freshmen in class 

(–1) there +1 are [] no Freshmen +2 in class –1 

-1:1 

21 

F .2 0C 

C .-1 { 2 | F } 

{ 1 | F } 

{ -1 | C } { -1 | F } 

{ {  | F } | C } 
{ C  {F  } } 

10. there is on the kitchen table every newspaper we received this week. 

(–1) there +1 is [] on-the-kitchen-table –1 every newspaper… +2 

-1:1 21 0K 

K .-1 

N .2 

2-1 

{ 2 | N } 

{ -1 | K } 

{ 2 | K } 

{ {  | N } | K } 
{ K  (N  ) } 

some things on the kitchen table include every newspaper  
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